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THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF

AUGUST IS HERE!
Did anybody else blink and miss July?!

Inside this issue:

Perhaps it was all that hot

weather. In the news, this week scientists warned that Britain could
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swelter under its first 40C day within 10 years as massive heatwaves
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14 of its 17 sustainable development goals can be solved or advanced
through virtual work, it’s definitely something we must continue to talk

How to prevent burnout
as you return to work

about as well as act upon.

Some of our clients are able to continue to work remotely or take on a
hybrid solution and others will be returning to their place of work, so we
look at preventing burnout as you return to work.

What is Content
As
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with
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Best

wishes

and

enjoy

the

rest

of

the

great

summer!

Feel free to contact our friendly team. We are always happy to help
E: michelle.elliott@designatedgroup.com T:020 7952 1437

British

Virtual business support & what it
means for sustainability.
The term work-life balance took a complete turn during the height of the pandemic.

While many missed

the mid-morning coffee machine banter, others thrived by spending more time with their families, had time to
focus on their mental and physical well-being and some even uprooted their lives completely, re-locating to
areas they would actually like to live with no lengthy commutes to consider. Saving a small fortune in the
process.

For the employee, remote working or even a hybrid model is an easy sell. Fortunately, most employers have
been willing to look at the future of work for their business. The benefits of remote working for employers
include On-premise cost savings, the productivity of workers, mental health and wellness of employees,
expansion of talent pools and communication improvement.

But that’s not all. One of the most beneficial and impactful arguments for remote or
hybrid working models, sits with sustainability. The UN believes 14 of its 17 Sustainable
Development Goals can be solved or advanced through virtual work. Living and working
sustainably is more than just good business.
In the world today we are facing several threatening global issues, a health pandemic, economic crisis,
climate change, mental health emergency and not to mention the entanglement of race and inequality.
Though remote working won’t eradicate these issues entirely, virtual jobs have the power to change the lives of
employees, businesses, and communities across the globe by impacting the economy, the environment and
diversity.

Read more >

How to
prevent burnout
as you return
to work.

Burnout is defined as physical or mental collapse caused by overwork or stress. As it turns out, there are ways
to identify the early warning signs of burnout. And, there are many simple practices you can put in place
immediately to prevent burnout from becoming an occupational hazard. Some of the signs of burnout are:

High levels of stress or anxiety. Feeling frequently on edge, with adrenaline constantly coursing through
your body.

Lack of engagement.

You don’t feel motivated at work. You have difficulty focusing or exhibit a short

attention span.

Increased cynicism.

Feelings of resentment or disconnection. You may notice yourself being more

negative. A little cranky and defensive or snapping at people easily. Youdon’tmake time to talk on the
phone or connect with the people who matter most to you. If you’re feeling a lot of resentment towards
others, chances are it’s because you’re not getting your needs met and you’re on the path to burnout.

Distracted eating.

You eat your meals in front of a computer, television or while on the go (in the car,

standing up, etc.)

Not getting enough sleep. The suggested minimum amount of sleep is seven to eight hours each night, if
you’re getting less than this, you risk some level of burnout.

What are some practical, simple & cost-free things to do?
First, go through the list above and circle your top three symptoms.
Next, ask yourself “Hmmm, what do I need?” for each of these areas.
For example, if you’re eating at your desk five days a week, what you
need could be to connect with friends or colleagues over lunch more
often, or to exercise during your lunch break.

If you haven’t taken a vacation in over a year, what you need could
be to schedule a vacation. Once you determine what you need, come
up with an action step for each of these three areas.

Read more>

What is Content
Marketing?
Content marketing is a word banded around a lot in
business but do you know what it means and how it can
be important for your business?

Content marketing is a

strategic marketing approach that focuses on creating
and distributing valuable and relevant content to attract
and retain a clearly defined audience. This content will
drive profitable customer action, whether it be booking
an appointment or making a sale.

Content marketing is at, its core, educational and not
promotional. It is designed to be valuable, to start or
build upon a relationship, increasing trust and visibility of
the brand. But why is content marketing important for
your business? There are a number of different reasons,
but
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Read more>

FREE Designated
Financial Health Check
Designated are currently offering a complimentary
Financial Health check with our qualified accountant.
Our

Accountants

personal

situation

will

invest

and

time

provide

to

understand

you

with

your

insightful

information and advice. There is no obligation to use our
Accountancy

services,

however,

our

expert

team

will

discuss how Designated can support you with the next

financial health'.

steps you need to take to improve your '

Book your FREE Financial Health Check with Michelle.

We are experts across Marketing, PA, Accountancy, HR and Recruitment.
Ask our expert friendly team about your

tailored support solutions.

E: michelle.elliott@designatedgroup.com
T: 020 7952 1437

